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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  4 2
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
October 23, 2002 WEDNESDAY
Faculty 
to picket
Old Main
By Jamie Fetty and Amber Williams
N E W S  E D I T O R S
Faculty will picket Old Main’s Lincoln Avenue
gate Wednesday to voice complaints about suffer-
ing academic quality.
University Professionals of Illinois, Eastern’s
faculty union, is negotiating a new three-year fac-
ulty contract with the administration. UPI said the
administration is not only hiding the budget from
faculty, but hiding behind it as a reason not to offer
adequate faculty compensation or hire more pro-
fessors.
“We feel the administration has not been forth-
coming in discussing the budget,” said David
Radavich, English professor and president of
Eastern’s UPI chapter.
Radavich said an enrollment increase of more
than 600 students and an 8.5 percent tuition
increase has resulted in a 3 percent overall budget
increase since last year. He said faculty do not
believe enough of that student-generated revenue
is being directed toward academics. 
Additionally, Radavich said, the extra students
have resulted in a work overload and crowded
classes, citing a “writing-intensive” class that con-
tains 274 students.
“That’s ludicrous,” Radavich said.
The administration has said the budget has fall-
en short about $2.2 million because of “unavoid-
able expenses,” but Radavich said the union does
not believe that excuse either. He said the “short-
fall” comes from budgeting for items the adminis-
tration might like to have.
While the picketing suggests some difficulty in
negotiations, Radavich said the union is still a long
way from striking. Getting an outside mediator
would be the first option, and that step, too, would
be well in the future, Radavich said.
The administration released its statement
Tuesday night. The statement read, “We have been
working very hard to settle the contract through
negotiations at the bargaining table. We have noth-
ing to say about the actions of the the UPI until we
have an opportunity to review their statement
about the picketing and until we review any mate-
rials may be distributed at tomorrow’s planned
activity.”
Charles Delman, vice president of Eastern’s
chapter of the UPI, said by picketing, the UPI is
trying to send a message to the administration
because they do not believe their concerns are
being heard.
“I think the administration needs to understand
how much the faculty care about the settlement,”
Delman said.
In a meeting on Monday, the UPI decided to take
the move to picket to show they believe the current
state of negotiations is unacceptable.
Likely more than 100 faculty members are
expected to picket, Delman said.
The faculty will picket from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
New music practice rooms ready
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Mike Alexander, a senior music education and jazz studies major, practices his saxophone for jazz ensemble in one of the new prac-
tice rooms located in McAffee Gymnasium Tuesday afternoon.
By Eram Cowlas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Crews began installing more practice
rooms in McAfee Gymnasium to give
music majors more time and opportuni-
ties to practice since their move from the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The music department  purchased 25
portable practice rooms for student use.
“With the closing of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center, there was a need for appro-
priate practice space on campus for stu-
dents,” said Roger Stoner, chair of the
music department. “These rooms were
purchased to provide adequate practice
space during relocation.”
The new rooms are state-of-the-art,
Stoner said, and include technology
called virtual-acoustics. Students can use
this technology to adjust the settings in
the room to create the atmosphere of dif-
ferent performance settings, such as a
concert hall, cathedral, recital hall or
recording studio. There are a total of 12
settings, and the rooms are air-condi-
tioned and sound-proof.
The total cost of the rooms is
$650,000, which includes the cost of
relocating them to the Doudna Fine Arts
Center in the summer of 2005, when
renovations there are scheduled to be
completed.
“Everything about these practice
rooms are positive,” Stoner said. “I have
talked with numerous students about
these units and all are enthusiastic about
them.”
Nachel Glynn, a junior history major
who works in the music department, has
noticed that students have had trouble
finding practice space.
“You had to sign up for a practice room
... a week in advance to get a room
(around concert times),” she said.
Andy Messerli, a junior music educa-
tion major, said that the new rooms have
already been helpful.
“Toward the start of the semester I
(had trouble finding space),” he said. 
However, Kathy Denton, an office sys-
tems specialist responsible for schedul-
ing practice times, said that while the
new rooms will be useful, there have not
been problems.  
“I haven’t had any complaints,” she
said.
Some students don’t mind the lack of
practice space. Brent Rathgeb, a senior
music education major, said he preferred
to practice at home.
Six practice rooms were installed on
Oct. 2 and 3, and 19 additional practice
rooms arrived on Monday. The new
rooms will be available for student use on
Oct. 28.
Six of the rooms are on the South Gym
stage, 11 are in the North Gym, and eight
are in the former Registration Office in
MacAfee Gymnasium. 
Aside from these rooms, there are two
regular rooms for students to practice on
the second floor of Lawson Hall, three
rooms in Coleman Hall on Saturdays and
Sundays, and five rooms in the Wesley
Church on Fourth Street and Roosevelt
Road.
Music Department classes have been
relocated to McAfee until 2005 during the
construction and renovation of the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
By Erin Clifford
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Faculty and students hope that
the extended hours for Art Park
West will be more suitable for their
needs, but many are still holding
out for the building to be open 24
hours.
Beginning this past Monday, Art
Park West will be open on
Saturdays from noon until 6:00 p.m.
and open one extra hour during the
week until 11:30 p.m. Previously,
the building was closed on
Saturday.
Art classes have been relocated
to the Art Park West during the
construction and renovation of the
Dounda Fine Art Center.
The new hours were proposed by
students during a forum because
many art majors said the old hours
did not give enough time for out-
side work.
Prior to the closing of the
Dounda Fine Art Center, students
were able to work there 24 hours a
day seven days a week, if they had
a special pass from staff. Many stu-
dents hope administrators will fig-
ure out a way to open Art Park
West that often.
“The studio wasn’t open long
enough before for me to complete
all of my outside of class assign-
ments, and I don’t believe the
extended hours will make a big dif-
ference,” said Carrie Murray a sen-
ior graphic design major.
“It surely won’t hurt anything,”
John Eilers, a senior 2-D design
major, said. “I’d still like it open 24
hours, but I know we can’t have
that.”
Amanda Miller, a senior art
major, said, “It’s good that they did
extend the hours, but I know other
students would like to have it open
24 hours so they have more
access.”
Ceramic students had special
concerns over the hours because
they still cannot glaze their proj-
ects. Gas kilns have not been built
yet, and may cause a back up of
projects toward the end of the
semester.
“I know last year we were in
(Dounda Fine Arts) all night before
finals,” said  Nichole Ayala, a sen-
ior psychology and art major.
“There’s more work (in ceram-
ics) after midterm that needs to be
done, especially since things got
pushed back a couple of weeks,”
said Ryan Hill, a 3-D art major.
Other students have found other
 Union believes administration 
is concealing the budget information 
Students happy with extended art hours, but want more
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Strong but soft
Eastern tight end and this week’s Top
Cat Nick Eller used his soft hands to
haul in 8 passes this weekend.
Page 12 S P O R T S
 Students have an easier
time practicing with 25 rooms
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C O R R E C T I O N S
The name of a Student Senate member was misspelled in an info box in Monday’s edition of The Daily Eastern
News. The correct spelling is Rebekah Beachey.
The News regrets the error.
By Don Stimac
S T A F F  W R I T E R
“Drunk as a Skunk” is just one of
the many speeches and activities
that are taking place this week at
Eastern for National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week, which
began Sunday and continues
through Saturday.  
Eric Davidson,  director of
Health Education and Resource
Center, will deliver the speech on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Coleman
Hall room 2210.
Davidson has given the speech
several times during the last three
years not only at Eastern, but also
at state and national conferences.
His focus will be on alcohol poison-
ing, signs and symptoms, and steps
to take if you think someone may
have alcohol poisoning.  
Davidson believes alcohol edu-
cation in high school and elemen-
tary school often overlooks the
importance of informing young
adults of the dangers and conse-
quences of drinking.  In addition to
the speech, he will lead structured
role play activities and group dis-
cussion and will field any ques-
tions students may have.  
“I learned a lot from the
speech,” said Jim Gibson, a sopho-
more who attended last year’s
presentation.
All are welcome to attend, but
the focus will be toward resident
assistants and other student lead-
ers who will be most likely to inter-
vene if an alcohol poisoning-relat-
ed situation occurs. Those attend-
ing will receive a certificate of
workshop completion.  
By Caleb Judy
S T A F F  W R I T E R
For all of those people scrambling to get midterm assignments
completed, there might be hope in avoiding the same mistakes for
finals.
Shawn Ness, a graduate assistant for the Counseling Center,
will present a lecture on procrastination Wednesday  at 7 p.m. in
the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Procrastination is “letting our low priority tasks get in the way
of our high priority tasks,” Ness said.
“An example is when you socialize with your friends or watch
TV instead of doing your homework.  Both are priorities–it’s just
a matter of which is really more important,” she said.
Ness said the most important way to combat procrastination is
to develop better time management skills.
“Most people would be surprised with how much free time they
actually have,” Ness said.
Some topics that will be discussed include: defining procrasti-
nation; identifying ways that people procrastinate; discovering
the causes of procrastination and ways to avoid it.
“What you do with your time is what really matters,” Ness said.
By Steve Butera
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The University Board will pres-
ent Disney’s “Lilo and Stitch”
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Grand Ballroom. 
Admission is free to students
upon presentation of their Panther
Card, and $2 to the general public.
“Lilo and Stitch” (2002) is an ani-
mated feature written and direct-
ed by Chris Sanders and Dean
Dublois. Sanders also plays the
voice of the title role Stitch, an
intergalactic thief and killer who
escapes from his home planet,
lands on Earth and disguises him-
self as a dog, a press release stat-
ed.
Lilo, voiced by Daviegh Chase,
is an orphan Hawaiian girl in des-
perate need of a friend. One day
she wanders into the pound and
ends up adopting Stitch as her dog.
With the intergalactic police still
after Stitch, the two become fast
friends and embark on a wild jour-
ney, said the synopsis on
ht tp : / /www.movieweb .com.
Through Lilo’s belief in `ohana’
(the Hawaiian word and concept
for family), she and Stitch become
just that.
“Lilo and Stitch” features six of
Elvis Presley’s biggest hits, as well
as the voices of Tia Carrere
(Wayne’s World) and Ving Rhames
(Pulp Fiction). The film also fea-
tures a rarely used watercolor ani-
mation look, the Web site said.
“Lilo and Stitch” is part of an
ongoing series of films shown by
the University Board. The movies
generally field audiences of about
100. Nick Facchina, a graduate
advisor to the UB, suspects the
turnout may be better for “Lilo
and Stitch.”
“There’s a lot of Disney-addicts
on campus,” Facchina said.
“There’s a lot of humor (in the
movie) that adults will get.”
Bangladesh will be
highlight of forum
Speech to focus on alcohol poisoning 
 Participants to receive
certificate of completion
By Bianca Sisson
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Graduate School’s Division of International Programs will hold
an International Forum on Wednesday that will highlight Bangladesh. 
The forum will be held in the Charleston/Mattoon Room located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union  from 2 to 4 p.m.  
The speakers for the event are two international students from
Bangladesh, Umme Al-Wazedi, a graduate school English major and
Saifur Bhuiyan, a junior computer management  major. 
Formerly known as the International Tea, the International Forum is
an opportunity for anyone to come out and learn more about interna-
tional cultures.
Sue Songer, international student advisor, said the name change was
necessary in order to reflect the forum’s  academic purpose. 
“We changed the name for three reasons,” Songer said. “The name
discouraged attendance, ‘tea’ is not exactly an American concept  and
we wanted to reflect our academic mission.” 
Songer said that students were discouraged by the name “tea” and
wouldn’t attend because they actually thought that they were going to
be sitting around and drinking tea. She also said that “tea” was more of
a British concept. 
The program has been going on for many years and is always hosted
by Eastern international students. 
“This is a monthly gathering,” Songer said. “Students, faculty, staff
and community members are invited to attend.” 
There is no cost for admission and refreshments will be provided. 
W O R K S H O P  T O  T E A C H . . .
What to do with
your free time
‘Lilo and Stitch’ to play in union
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Grinding it up
Construction on the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union parking lot has begun.  The changes to the parking
lot include tearing it up to redesign it as a two-way road and reconfiguring the parking spaces.
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By Caitlin Prendergast
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR
WEIU-FM will make some changes to its radio programming
after causing some confusion on campus.
The Faculty Senate met with representatives from the Radio
and TV Board Tuesday to discuss recent concerns that the radio
programming was irrelevant to the school and the community. 
Earlier in the semester, senate members were confused by the
station’s choice to broadcast programming from WCPE out of
North Carolina. WCPE is a satellite service that airs classical
music.
Rick Sailors, director of the radio-TV center, said the station
moved to the satellite service last spring when WEIU-FM could
not find a student to work the daytime classical music show,
which is on Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to noon.
“The North Carolina service is a free service,” Sailors said. “It
provides classical music, but no student interface.”
Sailors said the station had received no complaints about the
programming until Faculty Senate members contacted him with
some questions.
One problem with the service, Sailors said, is with station iden-
tification.
“When (WCPE’s) station ID comes on, it’s supposed to cut out
and play the local identification, but it doesn’t always work,”
Sailors said.  
A few times during WEIU’s daytime show, a North Carolina
weather forecast has gone on the air, as well as a local pledge
drive.
“The pledge thing was bizarre,” Sailors said. 
WEIU-FM plans to stop using WCPE’s broadcasting by
Monday, but Sailors wants to continue airing classical music dur-
ing the day. 
He said the station is working on getting global concert pro-
grams and having students preprogram and load the broadcasts.
Sailors said a problem in both radio and television broadcasting
is funding. In the last five years, the radio-TV center portion of
funding from the state dropped 22 percent, yet there was a 350
percent increase in students studying broadcasting.
The TV station receives $7,000 a year, while the radio station
has been designated the same $2,800 for the last 15 years.
“We’re doing a very good job of doing more with less money,
and we have a dedicated staff,” Sailors said.
The Faculty Senate also discussed bylaw changes to the Radio
and TV Board with faculty representative John Allison, professor
of English.
Allison said the board would like to add new committees and
new members from other interested departments.
Both the music and history department chairs expressed inter-
est in WEIU and are being considered for the board. 
The Faculty Senate spoke to two members of the Board of
Trustees Monday, and senate Chair Anne Zahlan briefly spoke on
the discussion and the report she gave at the BOT meeting
Monday morning.
“I tried to give them a sense of the breadth of (faculty) con-
cerns,” Zahlan said.
The senate also learned the BOT plans to proceed with the
presidential search this spring. The Faculty Senate will continue
to have lessons of last year’s unsuccessful presidential search on
its agenda. 
Next week, the Faculty Senate will discuss enrollment and
enrollment management.
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR
Applications are now available for 22 student
senate member positions for the Nov. 19 and 20
elections.
Student Senate, which is usually comprised of
30 senate members, requires four senate mem-
bers living off campus, eight living on campus
and 10 at large to fill the positions, said Ronnie
Deedrick, vice president of academic affairs.
If 22 senate members are not elected, they will
have to be appointed, which only qualifies them
to serve one semester in senate, Deedrick said.
Eight senate members were elected last Spring
and so are not up for re-election. 
He said senate members have the advantage of
involvement and influencing university policy.
“We’re the voice of the student body,” he said.
“Because we have an excellent relationship with
administration, that’s why we get so much done.”
He said senate members serve on different
faculty, staff and student committees and are
required to complete two office hours per week. 
He said senate attracts a lot of political science
majors, including four current senate execu-
tives, but most departments are represented by
other senate members.
“If students want to get involved and have
their voice heard, get involved in student gov-
ernment,” Deedrick said.
Students interested can pick up a senate appli-
cation in the Student Activities Office on the sec-
ond floor of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Confusion prompts WEIU to dump
east coast classical radio station 
Student senate
now accepting
applications Station still plans to play daytime classical music but searches for another provider
“When (WCPE’s) station ID comes on, it’s
supposed to cut out and play the local iden-
tification, but it doesn’t always work.”
—Rick Sailors
ABANDON (PG13)  4:40 7:20 9:50
JONAH: A VEGGIE TALES MOVIE (G)  5:15
7:30
TRANSPORTER (PG13)  5:00 7:40 10:00
KNOCKAROUND GUYS  (R)  5:30 7:50 10:10
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13)  DIGITAL
4:30 7:00 9:35  
RULES OF ATTRACTION (R)  9:55
RED DRAGON (R) 4:00 6:50 9:45
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)
4:50 7:10 9:40  
TUXEDO (PG13)  4:15 6:40 9:15
BARBERSHOP (PG13)  7:00
SWIMFAN (PG13)  7:15
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Discover your potential!
Your value to an organization is based on what you can do.  Eastern
Illinois University’s MBA enhances your value by preparing you for
positions of leadership in business and industry.
An MBA at EIU offers:
Graduate assistantships and other scholarship opportunities
Supportive and Collaborative adult work environment
Flexible scheduling to accommodate full-time or part-time students
Afternoon, night, and weekend classes
Program locations in Charleston and Champaign
Office of Graduate Business Studies
600 Lincoln Avenue
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois 61920
217-581-3028
www.eiu.edu/~mba
mba@eiu.edu
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
During Monday night’s “Jazz and Java” performance in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, Dave Wiatrolik of
the EIU Jazz Combo II plays the guitar. This was the first “Jazz and Java”
program in the series; the next will be on Oct. 31.
By Eram Cowlas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Caffeine and music are two staples of college life.
Eastern’s music department has combined those
two things and created the “Jazz and Java” music
series.
Jazz groups performed the first in the series of
three “Jazz and Java” performances at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union’s Grand Ballroom
Tuesday night.
Four groups performed, including the EIU Jazz
Combo I, II and III as well as a faculty duo.
The night began with the Combo III group, who
opened with “On the Sunny Side of the Street” by
McHugh/Fields. 
They followed with the mellow “Autumn Leaves” by
Johnny Mercer. 
Director Simon Rowe joined the group for their
final number, the upbeat theme song for “Cubanismo,”
making his “debut performance” on the cowbell.
The Combo II group performed next, playing the
slow and sexy “Alone Together” by Dietz/Schwartz.
They offered a unique set of music, featuring songs by
two Eastern students. 
They performed “Why Now” by the group’s direc-
tor, graduate student Scott Hargis. The piece started
with an unusual but appealing bass solo by Ryan
Bosick. 
The group ended with “Keepsake” by trombone
player Eric Hughes. 
The piece was Hughes’ first jazz piece to be per-
formed in concert.
“It’s a really exciting thing to see how it progresses
from just something on the piano,” said Hughes, a
music education graduate student. “Then you put it in
front of people and see what they can do with it.”
The second half of the evening began with a faculty
duo of Rowe on piano and Sam Fagaly on tenor saxo-
phone, who played the smooth piece “Body and Soul”
followed by “All the Things You Are.”
The evening ended with what Rowe called the most
“mature and experienced” group, the Combo I group.
They performed the delightful Cole Porter favorite
“Easy to Love,” which was, in fact, easy to love. 
They also performed the sad and sweet “In
Memory” by Toots Thielman, and ended with “I’ll
Remember April” by De-Paul/Johnstone.
A reception at the Java Beanery and Bakery in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union followed the
performance, making up the “Java” portion of the
night.
According to Rowe, the purpose of the “Jazz and
Java” series is to attract attention to Eastern’s jazz
program. The idea of the series was conceived when
Rowe was discussing the jazz program with Keith
Bliss, the owner of the Java Beanery and Bakery.
Bliss, a jazz fan, was eager to support Eastern’s jazz
program.
The next event in the series is a Halloween special
that will take place on October 31 with the Jazz Lab,
featuring guest vocalist Janiece Jaffe. 
The groups hope to see a better turnout at the next
performance.
“It’s a building process,”Rowe said. “We’re just at
the beginning. Hopefully we’ll continue to grow.”
Jazz groups keep students
upbeat with coffee, live music

OK class, put your books away,
it is time for a pop quiz.
Number one, when was the
Magna Carta signed?
Number two, who was the
president of the United States in
1865?
Don’t remember? Neither do I.
But what difference does it make
that I do not remember some
obscure historical facts, I passed
my required history core class,
and I will still graduate from
Eastern without remembering
any such facts.
In the past three years here, I
have sat through hours of classes
on every subject, yet I can hard-
ly recall any bits of wisdom I
took out of them. I skimmed the
readings, doodled in my notes
and scraped by on class discus-
sions.
As a matter of fact, I probably
could skate through my final
year here at Eastern without
retaining much knowledge by
just doing the minimum required
amount of work.
Or, I could actually try to do
the work.
Like the rest of you, I suppos-
edly came here for an education.
I did not go to college to sleep
through my classes, or even to
spend all my time at the newspa-
per. By the time I left college, I
wanted to be a well-rounded per-
son who could have articulate
conversations on many topics.
I expected when I got to col-
lege the halls would be ringing
with talk of Chaucer and foreign
trade policies. What I found was
that we are all so wrapped up in
our own lives that learning about
the outside world is almost
always an afterthought. 
With only one year remaining
in college, I have some catching
up to do on my learning experi-
ence. 
After all, why not learn some-
thing just for the sake of learn-
ing it? Sit down and read a book
for the value of enjoying good lit-
erature instead of skimming the
chapters for quotes to fill a 10-
page paper.
I don’t mean we should all
know enough random trivia to
appear on Jeopardy, but we
should be more of a community
of scholars than a community of
slackers.
It seems like a lot of us are
scrambling along just to get the
grade, just to graduate, without
consequence of what we have
actually learned while we are in
college.
After we graduate and move on
to the working world, there will
not be another time in our lives
when the emphasis is only on fill-
ing our minds with as much
knowledge as we possibly can. 
This is our chance to gain
knowledge we can take with us
for the rest of our lives, and we
are frittering that opportunity
away with our own indifference
and laziness.
Instead of reading Cliff Notes,
read the book, or instead of cal-
culating how many days you can
skip class without failing, go to
class and actually be an active
member of the classroom envi-
ronment.
I value my experiences I have
gotten in the “real world” as
much as anyone else, but there is
something to be said for the
exposure you get in the class-
room to different people, ideas
and interests.
Ok, time’s up, everyone put
your pencils down. In a test of
what you actually learned in col-
lege, what would your grade be?
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Amber Williams
Associate news
editor and 
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Williams also is a
senior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
anwilliams@eiu.edu
Take time to learn in college
O P I N I O N
Search for
a new 
conference
E D I T O R I A L
No tub grinder or leaf
mulcher exchanged for
good paying city jobs in
Charleston. Never! Mattoon
tried to explain away the
loss of 28 city jobs to bal-
ance its budget. Charleston
city government has
already played these jug-
gling games for nine years
and as usual the worker
always pays the price – ask
many ex-firemen.
The reprehensible philos-
ophy of fewer people doing
more “work” reflects Karl
Marx’ views on Social
Darwinism. Since all the
workers have to sell is their
labor, they fall victim to
elitist budget crunches, like
city managers who do not
care for labor’s collective
humanity or humble exis-
tence. Powerless now to
slow the aggression upon
themselves the workers
cringe, waiting for the next
shoe to drop, as hirelings
plan their next war move.
Make no mistake – it is
war!
The irony in all republi-
can politics is borne upon
sick slick phrase monger-
ing, like “we do it for ‘you’
to save money for the ‘tax
payer’ or to ‘eliminate’
redundancy or more ‘bang’
for the buck.” Meanwhile,
more and more wage slaves
shrivel and blow away eco-
nomically as parasitic
politicians grin congratulat-
ing themselves while being
paid! Some jobs aren’t
worth the mettle.
Finally, I wish to go on
the record as opposed to a
yard waste program, how-
ever badly we need one, for
Charleston if it is paid for
by shafting the city worker,
whoever it is, in what ever
department they are work-
ing, despite the verbal
mockery of the present
regime who perceive city
government as a business.
Capitalist economy cannot
reform itself, so it must be
overthrown – workers to
power.
Michael Strange
Charleston resident
Workers should not pay for programs
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“OK, time’s up, every-
one put your pencils
down. In a test of what
you actually learned in
college, what would
your grade be?”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Two more teams will join Eastern in the Ohio
Valley Conference next year, but the teams are
closer to the Gulf Coast than the Ohio River
Valley.
Alabama schools Samford University and
Jacksonville State University begin play in the
league in all sports starting in the fall of 2003. 
Samford is in Birmingham, Ala., and
Jacksonville State is in Jacksonville, Ala., both of
which are over 10 hours in driving time away
from Charleston.
Travel costs at Eastern will
rise over $100,000 to make
the trips to the schools in all
sports. Eastern to
Jacksonville State is the far-
thest trip any school in the
league will have to make.
When the Panthers joined
the OVC in 1995, travel was a
concern and was a sticking
point with other member
schools. 
Eastern now has a large
traveling problem. Director
of Athletics Rich McDuffie
now has to decide whether to send teams to the
remote schools by plane, which could be more
expensive, or bus the teams, forcing them to miss
more class.
This is a decision he shouldn’t have to make.
McDuffie should pull the Panthers out of the
OVC and search elsewhere for competition. 
There aren’t many other options out there, but
the few that are available would allow Eastern to
have a lower travel budget, allowing money for
other things the athletic department is interested
in having — field turf at O’Brien, anyone? Plus,
athletes could spend more time doing what they
came to Eastern for – learning.
The athletics department could spend all of that
money elsewhere instead of on contracts for
buses and airplanes.
It wouldn’t be far fetched for Eastern to again
play in the Gateway Conference for football. The
Panthers have a remote chance of entering the
Missouri Valley Conference where they already
play men’s soccer. 
The Panthers could revert to the Mid-Continent
Conference where it used to play, but would be the
big fish in a much smaller pond. Eastern could
also play in the Mid-American Conference with
Northern Illinois, but would have to play I-A foot-
ball to be in the league.
No matter how few options are available,
Eastern should begin exploring them because pay-
ing hundreds of thousands of dollars in extra trav-
el expenses isn’t worth the trouble.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
New teams
joining the
Ohio Valley
Conference
Our stance
Added travel
costs make it
worthwhile for
the Panthers
to find another
conference
without such
far distances
to travel.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Tonight @
Bar Room
Boxing
Fight Starts @ 8 PM
Ring Girl Competition
$1.50 20 oz.
Drafts
Every Wednesday
50¢
$2 UV
Rolling 
12oz Drafts
Rock
Shot Menu
Bar Room
Boxing @
Ring
Card
Girl
Contest!
8 P.M.
Wednesday
@ Stix
STIX
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Student Government will vote on two res-
olutions Wednesday night recommending
further action to university departments in
the future.
A resolution to approve renaming the
Honors Program as an Honors College could
promote the academics and prestige of the
present program according to the resolution.
“From what I know, I think it’s a good idea
because the pros outweigh the cons,” said
Speaker of the Senate Bill Davidson. “I know
a lot of it is the opportunity to get more
money.”
The resolution states, “an Honors College
will facilitate institutional development and
fund-raising activities in direct support of its
honors program.”
The concept has been discussed at the
Faculty Senate in the past. Last week, the
Faculty Senate passed a similar resolution,
stipulating that its support would stand if the
name change didn’t bring about substantial
additional costs.
The second resolution recommends
greater student involvement in faculty hir-
ing procedures, including reviewing faculty
applications.
Davidson said students should be able to
choose their professors, especially since stu-
dents currently serve on other university
search committees.
“What a lot of people forget here is we
(students) are a customer here. We can just
as easily pack up our bags and go to (Illinois
State University),” he said. “I know it would
benefit the faculty to have student involve-
ment.”
Students have served on search commit-
tees for the university provost, president
and assistant vice president for academic
affairs for technology, said Ronnie Deedrick,
student vice president for academic affairs.
“You very rarely hear of a search commit-
tee that doesn’t have students on it other
than faculty searches,” Deedrick said.
Students currently serve in part of the fac-
ulty search process in many university
departments, listening to candidates who
visit the campus teach in a classroom envi-
ronment before they are hired.
“There’s real concerns with privacy and
confidentiality. The students are not employ-
ees at Eastern. To my knowledge, students
have never been on search committees and
never been allowed to look at documenta-
tion,” Allen Davis, math department chair,
previously told The Daily Eastern News.
However, the university policy on faculty
hiring procedure does not specifically limit
students from serving on search commit-
tees. 
The resolution states the students would
be forced to abide by rules those now on
search committees follow: “Further be it
resolved, that students be placed on any fac-
ulty hiring procedures in accordance with all
laws, Internal Governing Policies of Eastern
Illinois University, any regulations that may
be associated with hiring searches and prac-
tices.”
If the resolution passes, the recommenda-
tion will be sent to the Faculty Senate, chairs
of departments and administrators,
Davidson said.
Deedrick said students should have a role
on search committees partially because of
the the environment at Eastern.
“We hold this principle of shared gover-
nance here at Eastern,” Deedrick said. “We
spend more time with the faculty than the
students. They need to have a voice on
there.”
He said students need to be involved in the
faculty hiring process before the applicants
come to campus.
“Whenever those applications come in and
you’re helping to narrow down, I want those
students to see those applications,” Deedrick
said. “Who better to come and decide who
teaches at this university than the student.”
Under the senate’s consent agenda, Best
Buddies will be approved as a Recognized
Student Organization.
Student senate meets at 7 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Honors college, search committees on senate agenda
By Gregory McElroy
S T A F F  W R I T E R
“What is it that you want for your life?”  
This was a question raised by Ken King,
the speaker for one of the marketing
week events, “The Right Fit.”  
An estimated 50 students who attended
the seminar Tuesday for “Finding the
Right Career for the Employer”  had to
answer this question for themselves and
were encouraged to remember it when
they go for their first job interview.  
King, a marketing investor for the
Edward Jones Corporation, was speaking
to students about how to look for their
first job once they finish college.  
One of the points he made in his speech
was how important it is to plan retirement
right now. King said that it is good to
make an estimation about how many
years students want to work and for how
long each day.  
King also addressed being prepared for
the fact that looking for the first job could
be very difficult and to make as few sac-
rifices in your personal life as possible.
He said that it is important not to let your
job become your entire life, especially if
you have a family at home.  
He started the program by giving a
brief background about  Edward Jones, a
company which started in St. Louis and
has spread rapidly across the Midwest.
He pointed out that the corporation was
voted the number one company to work
for by Fortune Magazine.  
King said this title means the company
has a lot to live up to as far as proving it
deserves such a big honor. He also gave
background on what he does personally in
the  marketing field.   
After his presentation, King opened the
floor for questions about anything in his
speech, which some of the students later
described as very informative and well
explained.  
“One of the things I would want to rein-
force to the students is to never lose sense
of their worth and value of what they can
bring,” King said after the program.  “The
quality of education that they will leave
(Eastern) with is going to be a very valu-
able offering that they have to the busi-
ness environment.”
He explained that students should do
the hard work of understanding them-
selves and the company they work for so
they will have a good fit with the compa-
ny. 
First-time job seekers
should open options
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Ken King, principal partner with Edward Jones Investment, speaks to students and faculty
Tuesday evening during his presentation “The Right Fit: Finding the Right Career and the
Right Employer,” held in Lumpkin Hall.
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“And you
thought we
wouldn’t
do it”
Happy 21st
Nicole’s
Finally 21!!!
Your friends, Julie,
Brian, Nate, & Aaron
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Wednesday Night
Captain Morgan Night
$3 Captain Morgan Mixers
$3 Parrot Bay Mixers
Prizes to be given away
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
Lecture on Venezuela focuses
on differences in their culture 
By Jodi Aeschleman
STAFF WRITER
When asked what they think or
know about the country of
Venezuela, most people would
respond that it is a great vacation
spot. However, there is more to
Venezuela than tourism.
Lilian Barria, professor of
political science, spoke to about
30 people Tuesday in a lecture
titled, “Venezuela: Life, Culture
and Politics.”  
Barria was born in Chile, but
was raised for 11 years in
Venezuela before moving to the
United States.
She started her lecture talking
about the country’s location and
culture. 
She discussed many different
foods that the people of
Venezuela enjoy.
“One of the most popular meat
dishes in Venezuela is carne
mechada, which is a stewed meat
that is usually shredded. It can
be chicken, red meat or fish,”
Barria said.
Barria also spoke about the
differences in education between
the U.S. and Venezuela.
“Venezuela does not have a
grading scale of A, B or C. They
have a number system from 1-20,
so if you are getting a 19 or 20
you are doing pretty good,” she
said.
Barria said that the U.S. plays
an integral part of Venezuela’s
exports. Sixty percent of
Venezuelan exports are sent to
the United States. 
Second to the U.S., they export
5.5 percent of their goods to
Brazil.
Venezuela also relies mostly on
its export of oil for revenue.
“We are ranked probably in the
top five countries that provide oil
to the U.S.,” Barria said.
Barria focused at the end of
her lecture on the politics of
Venezuela telling the audience
some amusing stories about the
current president Hugo Chavez
Frias.
“He has a television show once
a week to answer the questions
of the people that call in. He has
also been known to tell the public
exactly what he thinks of politi-
cal situations,” she said. 
“He has also been known to
take over all the airways and
interrupt normal viewing to talk.
He once talked for five hours and
said that the next time he does it
his talk will last indefinitely,”
Barria said.
Vanessa Mendez, a sophomore
sociology major, enjoyed the lec-
ture.
“I attended the lecture to learn
more about Venezuela. I was
really interested to hear about
the different foods they eat and
about the president’s television
show. I didn’t know about that
before,” Mendez said.
“I attended the lecture
to learn more about
Venezuela. I was real-
ly interested to hear
about the different
foods they eat and
about the president’s
television show.”
— Vanessa Mendez
 Former resident of Venezuela tells of the country’s food, schools and trade
M A T T  W I L L S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Lilian Barria, professor of political science at Eastern, spoke to a group
about the culture and life of Venezuela in the Oakland room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday afternoon.
Expanding our staff!! Looking for
high energy people with a superior
attitude. Apply after 2pm in person
at Joey’s for driverr and inshop
positions. 423 Lincoln Ave.
_________________________10/30
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_________________________10/23
AM/PM LIFEGUARDS and swim
instructors needed. Paris com-
munity YMCA at 217-466-9622.
Ask for Karen
________________________10/28
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
_________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term customer service/inside
sales positions available. We
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Fall ‘03. 2 Bedroom home.
Excellent location—2008 12th St.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$500 a month. 345.5037
_________________________10/25
Fall ‘03. 3 bedroom 2 bath home. A/C,
Washer/Dryer. Screened-in porch. NO
PETS. $750 a month. 345.5037
_________________________10/25
Fall ‘03. 4 bed 2 bath home.
Excellent location—1817 11th St.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1000 a month. 345.5037
_________________________10/25
Available now! Large 1 or 2 BR
Apt. off Charleston Square.
$495/mo includes heat, water,
trash pickup, appliances and
laundry room. No pets. 345-2617
_________________________10/31
FALL 2003: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES  2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
348-5032
_________________________11/11
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to cam-
pus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 2-3 Bedroom fur-
nished apartments. 1/2 block
from rec center. No pets or par-
ties. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. Furnished houses for
4-7 girls. 10 month lease. No pets
or parties. 1/2 block from rec cen-
ter. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 1-2 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. No pets or
parties. Low utilities. 10 month
lease. 2 1/2 blocks from campus.
3454-5048
_________________________00
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Large 1
BR, Nicely Furnished. Solid Oak
Cabinets, A/C. $350/mo. Located
741 6th St. Call 581.7729 or
345.6127
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with
dishwasher, microwave, cent
air, laundry, very nice. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 348-
1067
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash.
Dave 345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-
5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. RENT AS
LOW AS $280/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002: LARGE
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
LOCATED NEXT TO THE BUZZARD
BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPET-
ED. FOR LEASING INFORMATION
CALL 348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
_________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM, DINING ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG.1520
9th ST. PH. 348-7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment NOW
for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINE-
TREE offers lots of space, swimming
pool, volleyball court, walk to campus.
Located across from Carman Hall.
345-6000
_________________________00 
Beautiful 2 story house furnished
for 7-8 girls. Hardwood floors, full
basement w/ w/d, c/a 2.5 baths
Large yard 1 bl. N or O’Brien
Field$280/person Call Jan at
345.8350   
_________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1
BR apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1
or 2 persons. $370 for 1, $425
for 2- 1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of
O’Brien Field, Call Jan
345.8350
_________________________00
2003-2004 school year. Nice
and close to campus.
Unfurnished houses. No pets.
$285 per person per month. 12
month lease. 345-3148 or 512-
9227.
_________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL ‘03.
W/D, low utilities, roomy with
great backyard. Very nice house,
close to EIU. Never been used as
rental before. 345-9595
_________________________00
SUBLESSORS NEEDED!!!
Jan-July. 2 Bedroom
Apartment at 11th ans
Jackson. $250/mo + utilities.
Water and Trash paid!! W/D.
Call 348-1679 ASAP!!!
_________________________10/26
Missie Doudna of KAPPA DELTA:
Get excited for tonight!! Congrats
on an undefeated rugby season!
See you tonight! Love, your new
big sis.
_________________________10/23
Courtney Bowers of KAPPA
DELTA:Get ready for tonight. It’s
going to be fun!! Love, Your Big
Sis!!
_________________________10/23
Holly Kingdon of KAPPA DELTA -
Get excited about Big Sis
Revealing tonight!! Good Luck at
Initiation!  Love in AOT, Your Big
Sis.
_________________________10/23
If someone has been drinking
and will not respond to verbal
or physical prompts, has irreg-
ular breathing, and/or clod,
clammy skin - call 911!!! They
more than likely have alcohol
poisoning.
_________________________10/24
Visit MyStudentBody.com.
Use “eiu” as your school code.
_________________________10/23
Forever and Always~ Your Friend,
Tatanka
_________________________ 2/6
USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus Reps
Wanted. Earn 2 free trips for 15
people. Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco,
South Padre and Florida. Call Toll
Free 1-877-460-6077
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________10/25
USA Spring Break Presents: Spring
Break 2003 Campus Reps wanted
Earn 2 free trips for 15 People
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre, and
Florida  Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________10/25
ALL NEW LOW PRICES AT JUST
SPENCE’S! 1148 6TH STREET.
COME IN AND SHOP! OPEN
TUESDAY THROUGH SATUR-
DAY. 1:30 - 5PM. 345-1469
_________________________10/24
10000+ COSTUMES for
Halloween, Theme Parties &
Parades- Reserve yours now!
GRAND BALL - 609 Sixth,
Charleston. 345-2617.
_________________________10/31
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups:  Earn $1,000-
$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraiser event.  OUR PRO-
GRAMS MAKE FUNDRAISING
EASY WITH NO RISKS.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.  Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-
3238, or visit www.campus-
fundraiser.com 
_________________________10/31 
Attention Spring Breakers: It’s
Free in 2003. 2 Free Trips/Free
Parties w/MTV. Hottest
Destinations @ Lowest Prices.
Featured on MTV, Jerry Springer,
MSNBC & Travel Channel. Most
Reliable Company. www.sun-
splashtours.com 1.800.426.7710
_________________________11/1
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company!
Travel with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS, the most successful
Acapulco Spring Break company
ever, & you will never want to use
a different Spring Break compa-
ny again! Sign up by Nov. 1 & get
over $100 in food & merchandise
FREE. 800.875.4525.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Travel
FREE-ask how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_________________________11/1
We are a full service hair salon
specializing in men and women’s
cuts. Ask us about our punch
cards. Bring in this ad receive $1
off a hair cut or $5 off any chemi-
cal service.
_________________________11/15
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626 )www.sp r i ngb reakd i s -
counts.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts for 6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endless-
summertours.com
_________________________12/16
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS: RSO FAIR TODAY!!! 11am to 2pm in the
South Quad by Lumpkin Hall.  Come and check out the business
organizations and eat pizza!!
LEARNING ASSISTANT CENTER: The APA Style Workshop tonight at
5pm in room 2016 of Ninth Street Hall.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: Wed. Night Bible Study on 10-23 at
7pm. at the Christian Campus House. Come join us for worship, a bib-
lical message, and fellowship. Everyone is welcome!
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1Like a fire-
place
7Classic 1931
Wallace
Beery film
15Like some
rolls
16One opening
a jail door,
say
17Had total
authority
19Connections
20___ Tomé
21Fight (for)
22Situation for
rubber bul-
lets
24Author
Birkerts
26___-eyed
30Jay seen at
night
31“___ see it
…”
32Best condi-
tions
34Bug zapper
sites
37Gazetteer
data
38Where Ed
Koch was
once head
42“Are you
there?”
43Ongoing
story
44Border patrol
concerns
46Tubes
47Bonny one
51March time
52Early weather
satellite
54Fret
55Actress
Claire
56Tiny point to
argue
59___ pro nobis
60Authority to
act for anoth-
er
66Raised a
rumpus
67Anesthetic
gas
68Parting word
69Anchored
DOWN
1Like an eddy
2Brimless cap
3Workbook
unit
4Descriptive
wd.
5Mt. Olympus
figure
6Icelandic
poetry col-
lection
7Trevi coin
count
8Throw with
effort
9Cause of
strange
weather
10Give over
11Uris novel,
with “The”
12Tempe sch.
13Riviera
waters
14Be a snoop
18Dishes the
dirt
23Removes
from power
25They’re blue,
in rhyme
26Enjoys the
boardwalk
27Place
28General
under Dwight
29Orient
31Give an ___
(mark high)
33Animal that
resembles a
guinea pig
35Many millen-
nia
36Civil one?
38Asian cuisine
39In custody
40Writer Wiesel
41Family nick-
name
45Lady of León
48Yom Kippur
observer
49Unruffled
50Went to and
fro
53“60 Minutes”
name
55Mashie, e.g.
57Checklist bit
58Dog in Oz
60Notebooks of
a sort
61Ending with
pay
62“___ cool!”
63Comic
Philips
64Toothpaste
tube letters
65Fraternity let-
ter
Puzzle by A. J. Santora
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37
38 39 40 41
42 43
44 45 46 47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54
55 56 57 58 59
60 61 62 63 64 65
66 67
68 69
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HELLOSERIAL
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avenues to deal with fewer
open hours.
“I felt that I had no choice
but to order my own comput-
er recently so that I was able
to work at home when the
IGA Building was closed. I
felt as soon as I got involved
into an assignment I had to
gather my things because
the building was closing,” Murray said. 
Though some students think the hours may not be
enough, most are happy about the extension, and are espe-
cially relieved about the added Saturday hours. Between
work and school, many find the weekends are there only
opportunity to get work finished.
“The Saturday (hours) are a big thing with me,” Stacie
Harris, a junior art major, said. “I’d rather do my stuff on
Saturdays.”
Denise Rehm-Mott, printmaking professor, said, “I feel
additional hours will be helpful but they probably won’t be
enough, the problem is lack of security.”
Eastern maintains these strict hours because there has to
be a person at the door at all times.  The door attendant is
paid wages from Eastern.
The majority of the classrooms locked in the Dounda
Fine Arts building so that students could lock the door
behind them for security reasons.  The classrooms in the
IGA building have approximately 8-foot high walls and 16
foot high ceilings.  
“Anyone who wanted to get into a classroom even if the door
was locked could just climb over the wall,” Rehm-Mott said.
The Art Park West has set up a sign up sheet for students
to sign in and sign out so their is a list of all occupants in the
building after classes are over. 
Glenn Hild, chair of the art department, said “The prob-
lem is having someone to monitor the building. This person
has to be paid wages, which costs the university.”
Art Park West is now open every day of the week instead
of six days to accommodate students.  
“The building is open about 80 percent of the time during
the week and to accommodate everyone two things had to
happen. The hours were changed and now students have to
adjust their schedules,” he said.
Jeremy Roach, a junior art education major, said he
thought with time management skills and perseverance,
most students will be able to work around the Art Park West
hours.
- Melissa Neilsen 
contributed to this story.
Anthrax vaccine caused military to leave
WASHINGTON (AP) — Highly
trained and experienced pilots and
crews in the Air National Guard and
Air Force Reserve are leaving or have
left military service in part because of
the Pentagon’s anthrax vaccine, con-
gressional investigators say in a report
released Tuesday.
Randomly selected guard and
reserve troops surveyed in 2000 by the
General Accounting Office also report-
ed adverse reactions to the vaccine at
double the rate claimed by the manu-
facturer, BioPort Corp., the GAO said.
Military members who have left
represent some of the most experi-
enced and highly trained individuals in
the Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve “and are people not easily
replaced,” the GAO said.
“While many factors can and do
influence an individual’s decision to
participate in the military, a significant
number of pilot and air crew members
cited the required mandatory anthrax
immunization as a key reason for
reducing their participation or leaving
the military altogether in 2000,” the
GAO said.
The GAO recommended that
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
require a surveillance program to
monitor problems with the vaccine.
The program should ensure complete
and appropriate treatment and follow-
up for those who experience problems
or who may have them in the future,
the auditors said.
In a response included with the
report, the Defense Department dis-
agreed with the GAO’s recommenda-
tion and some of its findings. 
Politician plants trees as part of his campaign
By Brad Tammaro
S T A F F  W R I T E R
By the end of the Illinois comp-
troller election, 102 new white
oak trees will be planted in
Illinois, which one candidate
hopes will branch Republican
roots around the state.
Republican Thomas Jefferson
Ramsdell, a candidate for Illinois
comptroller, is planting trees
throughout the state to spread
news about what the trees repre-
sent as well as his campaign to
voters.
Ramsdell has been traveling
through every county in the state
and planting the state tree, the
white oak, as a part of his cam-
paign.
Plantings that were scheduled
in Champaign, Coles and Clark
counties for this Sunday will be
postponed to Nov. 1 because of
“personal matters” with
Ramsdell, according to Cory
Vaillancourt, campaign coordina-
tor. 
The white oak tree was chosen
as the symbol for Ramsdell’s
campaign because of the values
it signifies: strength; endurance;
wisdom; prosperity; security and
peace.
White oak lumber is used on
homes, houses of worship and in
cities around the state as well.
Ramsdell believes the tree is “a
very strong emotional symbol of
belonging to a community, and
putting down roots,” he said.
As of Oct. 5, 73 white oak trees
had been planted. One more tree
will be planted in Illinois for
each remaining county.
The purpose behind the white
oak initiative is the opportunity
for Ramsdell to leave something
behind from his campaign. He
believes the values the tree rep-
resents are values that all
Americans should embrace.
“We want people to realize that
there is more to Illinois than
Chicago,” Vaillancourt said. “Our
campaign allows us to meet peo-
ple all over the state.” 
Each tree is planted in a public
area of the community and
whether that is in a town square,
a library or a school, Ramsdell
said he wants the entire commu-
nity to enjoy it.
Ramsdell also believes this is
an opportunity to bring the
Republican candidates and sup-
porters together. He hopes that
by November, “we will have
roots in every county in Illinois,”
through his white-oak campaign.
So far, Ramsdell’s white oak
tree campaign has been a suc-
cess, Vaillancourt said. 
“We have experienced a tree-
mendous reception from hun-
dreds we’ve met so far,”
Ramsdell said on his Web site. 
“Overall we want exposure to
people all over the great state of
Illinois,” Vaillancourt said. “We
want trees to be planted in spe-
cific and significant sites in each
county so everyone can enjoy
them.”
WASHINGTON (AP) — “Your
children are not safe anywhere at
any time,” a purported killer
writes in a note.
Tell us more, pleads a top cop —
and politely signs off, “thank you.”
Desperate for leads to a sniper,
police are hoping their voices
carry over the grim detritus of
three weeks of terror and reach
whoever has killed at least nine
people in the Washington area. A
bus driver shot and killed Tuesday
may be the 10th death.
What has ensued is a tentative,
jarring conversation between
police and the sniper.
“They’re trying to get as much
information as they possibly can
about what’s motivating this guy,
what the story is here,” said Scott
Allen, senior psychologist with
Miami-Dade police.
Someone believed to be the
killer has contacted police at least
four times. But authorities are
staying mum on most of what
they’ve been told in the messages,
despite past success in tracking
down killers once details of their
communications got around.
“If you’ve got something like
handwriting, mood or philosophy,
it might help,” said Seattle
University journalism professor
Tomas Guillen. He found in a study
that communiques from serial
killers have rarely helped police
track down their prey but have
assisted in convicting them once
arrested.
Police should make them public
more often, especially in cases
where victims are randomly cho-
sen, because they can be rich in
clues to people who know the
killer, he said.
Mansfield University criminal
justice expert W. Scott Thornsley
noted the successful outcome of
revealing a killer’s writings in the
Unabomber case: David
Kaczynski’s brother recognized
his brother Theodore’s style, and
contacted the authorities.
“Releasing the information
could bring a huge benefit,”
Thornsley said.
Police have said such revela-
tions would be detrimental to the
investigation, although they have
not explained why. Allen said
police may be wary of enabling
copycats by releasing details.
“Who’s to say they even know
they’re speaking to the sniper?” he
asked.
The first message was reported
found Oct. 7 outside a Bowie, Md.,
middle school where the sniper
wounded a 13-year-old boy. A tarot
death card had the words “Dear
Policeman, I am God” written on it.
The second known message was
a note left near a steakhouse park-
ing lot in Ashland, Va., where a
man was shot and critically
wounded Saturday night.
The discovery of that note
Sunday night prompted a polite
message from Moose, delivered in
his trademark answering machine
monotone:
“To the person who left us a
message at the Ponderosa last
night. You gave us a telephone
number. We do want to talk to you.
Call us at the number you provid-
ed. Thank you.”
The appeal elicited a phone call
— but one that was garbled, which
resulted in another carefully mod-
ulated message from the police
chief: “The person you called
could not hear everything you
said. The audio was unclear and
we want to get it right. Call us back
so that we can clearly under-
stand.”
Police use messages to get
more information out of sniper
Army needs more
soldiers, better
training: troops say
WASHINGTON (AP) — The war on terrorism has demonstrated that the
Army needs better basic training, more people and better benefits, a group
of decorated soldiers told Army Secretary Thomas White on Tuesday.
White told the troops the Army probably would not get any bigger but
promised to look into enhancing training and benefits.
“We’re a hardworking Army,” White told the 11 soldiers, all but one of
them enlisted troops. The quick tempo of operations will continue for the
foreseeable future, White said.
White held the round table at the annual meeting of the Association of the
United States Army in Washington. He asked the soldiers — selected by
Army officials from those decorated during the war on terrorism — what
the Army could be doing better.
The responses ranged from better cold-weather training to matching
contributions for retirement stock funds to a bigger Army to lighten the
load on overworked units.
Staff Sgt. Andrzej Ropel, who earned a Bronze Star with a 10th Mountain
Division unit in Afghanistan, said the Army needed to “put more time into
soldiers’ individual skills,” like marksmanship and basic movement tech-
niques.
Staff Sgt. Miguel Fabbiani, a Special Forces soldier who also earned a
Bronze Star in Afghanistan, said that while his unit’s training was excellent,
the soldiers could have used more cold weather experience.
If the Army added more soldiers to the 10th Mountain Division, “we’d be
able to have a break,” said Sgt. 1st Class Thomas Abbott, another Bronze
Star recipient.
White said he didn’t foresee a larger Army but said he was working to
eliminate unnecessary management positions.
“Every space we can spare at HQ, we’re putting it on the line,” White said.
All military members will get a 4.1 percent pay raise in January,
Hours:
Students want 24-
hour access, not
enough security
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PRICE KILLER
NACHOS
A T
SOUTH OF THE
BORDER
$2 ~ Corona, XX, 
Tequila Shots
$1~ Well Drinks
$2 Ciclón Mixers
Open Daily
4pm - Midnight
‘cept Fri & Sat
till 2am
One Large One Item
Pizza &
Order of Garlic
Cheesestick for Just
$13.95
Pagliai’s, Since 1964
1600 Lincoln Ave
Call 345-3400
Fast, Free Delivery
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
S W I M M I N G
Making a splash
By Michael Gilbert
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern men and women’s swim
teams started their season last weekend at
the Lantz Natatorium against Louisville and
Xavier.
Both teams took part in blowout victories
and close matches. The men’s team swam to
a 115 tie in its meet against Louisville and
easily defeated the Musketeers of Xavier in
a 128.5-75.5. The women squeaked past
Louisville 120-117 and were out-matched
against Xavier 132-105.
“The tie (against Louisville) was highly
unusual and not as good as a win, but yet not
as bad as a loss,” Panther head swimming
coach Ray Padovan said.
Padovan was much more pleased with the
men’s performance against Xavier. The
Panthers 53-point win was much more relax-
ing then their two-point victory last season
against the Musketeers.
“We were in control of everything,” said
Padovan. “There were a lot of close meets
but we were always in control.”
The women’s team avenged last seasons
October loss to the Cardinals by narrowly
defeating them, much to the surprise of
Padovan.
“This was our real opener and Louisville
surprised us. We thought their women would
be stronger. It was a real good meet for us
and it left a good taste in our mouth.
However, for the lady Panthers that taste
quickly turned sour as they were soundly
beaten by the Musketeers on Saturday.
“Xavier was the stronger team,” Padovan
said. “They beat us at our strengths and
swam much better.”
With the new season just beginning, both
the Panther men and women will look for
leaders on a team that lost 10 and eight sen-
iors, respectively, to graduation last year.
“This was the biggest turnover I can
remember,” said Padovan, now entering his
35th year of coaching Panther swimming.
“On the men’s side, senior Josh Kercheval is
our best swimmer and has been for quite a
while. Tom Watson is a sophomore who has
been swimming phenomenal and Rich
Wahlgren is a junior who has been a real
mainstay.”
Kercheval and Nic Cheviron, a senior
from Decatur, have been named captains for
the  season.
The women’s team will rely on leadership
from senior Allison Kenny, who is the teams’
most consistent swimmer and was undefeat-
ed in the 50-meter freestyle last year, and
junior Jordan Sherbrooke who has started
the season slow due to an injury. 
The women’s team has also received solid
contributions from freshmen Jenny Curry
and Claire Garvey.
Looking at the long haul, Padovan believes
both teams will be competitive in the
Midwest Classic Championships in
February.
“The men lack depth at breaststroke right
now but otherwise are fairly respectable,”
Padovan said. “The women are very compa-
rable to the team last year (which went 10-2
and finished second to Western Illinois in the
Midwest Championships) but they have dif-
ferent strengths from that team.”
The Panthers next meet will be Saturday
as they travel to Chicago to take on the
Flames of Illinois-Chicago.
F I L E  P H O T O
Eastern’s swim teams started their season last weekend with a meets against Louisville and
Xavier. The men’s squad tied Louisville and defeated Xavier while the women’s squad beat
Louisville but lost to Xavier.
 Eastern starts season against
Louisville and Xavier
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
NCAA wants to change eligibility
requirements for incoming stu-
dent-athletes by lowering the
emphasis on standardized tests
and increasing the weight of
classroom work.
In a sweeping package of aca-
demic reforms approved
Tuesday, the Management
Council increased the number of
core courses high school students
must take and extended the “slid-
ing scale” that helps determine
freshmen eligibility.
Student-athletes must now
score at least 820 on the SATs, but
the changes would allow fresh-
men to become eligible with
lower test scores — with a higher
corresponding GPA. The mini-
mum GPA of 2.0 in core courses
remains unchanged although
high school students would now
have to complete 14 core courses,
one more than the current rule.
If approved by the NCAA’s
Board of Directors on Oct. 31, the
changes would take effect next
year.
“We now have the best
research data ever available to
us, in terms of predicting suc-
cess, during the first two years of
college,” said Percy Bates, the
council’s chairman. “That
research clearly indicates that
the number of core courses, and
the performance in those cours-
es, are the best predictor of col-
lege success.”
The change has been discussed
since January, when the NCAA
released data showing that stu-
dents with higher GPAs fare bet-
ter in college than those with
higher test scores.
The council had discussed the
proposed changes at its meetings
in April and August but did not
act until Tuesday.
As part of the reform package,
the council approved other
changes that would increase the
workload to remain eligible while
attending college.
College students would have to
accrue 24 semester hours before
entering their second academic
year, while maintaining a mini-
mum load of 18 hours each aca-
demic year and six hours per
term.
Progress toward college gradu-
ation also would have to come at a
quicker pace. Current rules
require four-year students to
complete 25 percent of their
credits each year, but the propos-
al would increase that to 40 per-
cent after one year, 60 percent
after the second year and 80 per-
cent after the third year.
Indiana University President
Myles Brand said he agreed with
the reforms earlier this month
when he was selected as the new
NCAA president. 
Brand will succeed Cedric
Dempsey in January.
Bates said the new require-
ments will help the NCAA reach
its goal of achieving higher grad-
uation rates for student-athletes,
rather than just allowing athletes
to maintain their eligibility.
“For the first time ever, we are
addressing in one legislative
package the entire academic
experience of student-athletes,
from high school performance
through college graduation,”
Bates said.
The council also gave initial
approval to new rules for football
practices.
The proposals would require a
strength or conditioning coach
certified in CPR to attend volun-
tary weight training or summer
conditioning drills.
It also would allow prospects
who have signed, but have not yet
started taking classes, to partici-
pate in summer conditioning fol-
lowing a medical examination.
Those changes came after the
deaths of Eraste Autin, an incom-
ing freshman at Florida, and
Rashidi Wheeler, a Northwestern
player, who died during volun-
tary workouts in the summer of
2001.
Preseason drills also would be
affected. Teams can practice only
once a day on the first five days
of fall practice. Players could
wear only helmets the first two
days, helmets and shoulder pads
the next two days and full pads
the fifth day.
Two-a-days would not be per-
mitted on consecutive days.
NCAA changes requirements for new student-athletes
“We now have the best
research data ever
available to us, in
terms of predicting
success, during the
first two years of col-
lege.”
—Percy Bates
defensive tackle,” Spoo said. “I don’t really think
that’s what he wanted. We made a promise to
him that he’d play tight end. We held up our end
of the bargain and he’s certainly lived up to his
end.”
Don’t dare confuse Eller for the Randy Moss
type. The soft-spoken junior would rather not
talk about all the catches he’s made and thrown.
He said he enjoys making a big block just as
much as pulling down a pivotal catch in the
clutch.
“I just like them both,” Eller said. “Both block-
ing and catching is part of my job and I enjoy
both.”
Eller played point guard in high school bas-
ketball, a position that wouldn’t seem to fit his
body type. But he wasn’t always as formidable as
he is now.
Eller was 5-foot-8 his freshman year and grew
to 6-foot-3 when he graduated.
“I had good ball handling skills coming in,”
Eller said. “And I just grew into this position. I
feel like I still have room to grow. I need to
become a better blocker next year.”
It’s one of many goals Eller isn’t soft on hoping
to accomplish. Above all of them Eller wants to
help the Panthers advance deep into the post sea-
son, ultimately a national title game.
“We’re not happy with just getting there,”
Eller said. “We want to go all the way.”
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School of Business
Student Organization Membership Informational
Meet officers
& members
of various
student
organizations
from the
School of
Business
Free pizza and soft
drinks will be served!
Wed. Oct. 23
South Quad• Tent
11am-2pm
Every Wednesday
Appreciation Day
FREE
Hot Hors
6 pm-9 pm
Premium U-Call Its
$2.50
Wednesday is Ladies Night 
Chicken Club
DJ’s playin’ what U like
$3.49
& Big Bottles
Fish Bowls
w/ Fries or Onion Rings
Jacksonville:
Gamecocks’ basket-
ball has a chance at
conference title
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Basketball
This season’s Gamecock
men’s basketball program
will arguably have its best
chance to win the Atlantic
Sun Conference and earn its
first ever berth to the NCAA
Tournament.
With all five starters
returning from a team that
reached the semi-finals of
the conference tournament
and finished 13-16 last sea-
son expectations are still
high in Jacksonville.  Also,
head coach Mike LePlante
is eagerly looking forward
to having transfer forward
Abdou Diome from
Auburn.
The Gamecocks program
is eager to enter a predomi-
nate basketball conference.
“I think that the league is
more of a basketball confer-
ence and I believe that we
will be tested by the Murray
State’s and other power-
houses of that conference,”
Greg Seitz said.
Women’s soccer
The Jacksonville State
women’s soccer program is
on the rise by receiving a
preseason No. 3 pick in the
Atlantic Sun and are current-
ly fourth which allowed them
to clinch a spot into Atlantic
Sun Tournament.
Next season only one of
the four leading scorers will
be returning but the fresh-
man goalie and three under-
classmen in the defense will
lead a team that has already
recorded 10 shutouts this
season.
Regardless of the end
result next year,
Jacksonville State confer-
ence play overall, the
Gamecocks are proud and
honored to be another mem-
ber to the eigth-oldest con-
ference in NCAA history. 
“I think that being in the
OVC for all of our sports is a
big help to our program, our
fans and the conference too,”
Greg Seitz said. 
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T /
S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
This season Eller has made his
presence felt making 30 receptions
for 417 yards.
first round of the playoffs this season.
If I were on a team that had won five
straight games and was ranked No. 5
in the Sports Network Division I-AA
poll, I would hope my coach had a lit-
tle more confidence than that.
Williams:
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EL PASO, Texas (AP) – Texas-El Paso is trying to
contact former Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson
and former Chicago Bulls coach Tim Floyd about
the its sudden vacancy.
Jason Rabedeaux resignation late Monday citing
personal and family reasons. He replaced Hall of
Fame coach Don Haskins in 1999 and led the
Miners to a 46-46 record in three seasons. The
Miners went 10-22 last season.
UTEP athletic director Bob Stull said he has left
messages with Richardson, who played for Haskins
at UTEP, and Floyd, but hadn’t heard back from
either late Tuesday afternoon. Richardson did not
immediately return a telephone message left at his
home by The Associated Press at his home.
Miners assistant coach Junsie Cotten is running
the program while school officials decide on an
interim coach.
Richardson coached Arkansas for 17 years, lead-
ing it to the 1994 NCAA championship and two
other Final Four appearances. His contract was
bought out for $3 million on March 1, with one
game left in the regular season and the team’s
record at 13-14.
Floyd, a successful college coach at Iowa State,
resigned as coach of the Bulls on Dec. 24, 2001,
after compiling an overall record of 49-190.
UTEP looking at former
Bulls coach to fill job
(AP) – Formula One boss Bernie
Ecclestone reportedly is interested in
buying a majority share of stock in CART
and turning the open-wheel series into a
training ground for F1.
CART has been struggling in recent
years, and next season loses some engine
manufacturers and teams to the IRL.
Ecclestone and Chris Pook, CART’s
president and CEO, acknowledge they
met recently. But neither would say what
was discussed.
Published reports in Tuesday’s Toronto
Sun said CART’s board of directors will
consider selling 51 percent of its shares
to Ecclestone.
Bylaws of the publicly traded company
prevent any shareholder from owning
more than 10 percent, although the direc-
tors could vote to change that.
A source close to CART, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, confirmed
Ecclestone and Pook have been working
on a deal. An agreement to bring the
series under the control of F1 might give
the European-based series a much-need-
ed marketing boost in North America.
F1 has raced on five continents, includ-
ing North America, in recent years. But
there was no race in the United States for
nearly a decade until F1 began staging
the U.S. Grand Prix in 2000 in
Indianapolis.
When asked in a recent interview about
possible talks with Ecclestone, Pook said
he was considering many objectives in
his effort to keep CART a viable series.
“We’ll do whatever it takes to get that
done,” he said.
Pook, in Australia for the CART race
Saturday, was unavailable for comment
Tuesday. Ecclestone did not return tele-
phone calls from The Associated Press.
Glen Reid, an analyst with Bear
Stearns & Co., who closely follows CART,
expressed surprise that such a deal could
be in the works, although he has heard
the rumors.
“I didn’t believe that Bernie needed to
do that,” Reid said. “Depending on how
you look at it, it might make sense.”
Formula One boss might be eyeing CART
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The 56-year-old  Ohio Valley
Conference will be branching into
the Yellow-hammer state of
Alabama for the first time when
the Gamecocks of Jacksonville
State join in the 2003-2004 season.
The university in Northeast
Alabama will never have to con-
stantly travel to Florida and
Georgia and spend several hours
on a bus or several dollars on a
plane.
“I think that it’s a great cost deci-
sion for our university because in
the Southland and Atlantic Sun
we’d be taking about three flights
per sports season,” Assistant
Athletic Director Greg Seitz said.
Eastern plays every sport the
Gamecocks do except for rifle.
“The OVC allowed all of our
sports to be transferred into the
conference and that’s a big benefit
for us,” Greg Seitz said.
Jacksonville State and Sanford
will be the pair of Alabama schools
joining the OVC.
“I think that Sanford gives us a
geographic partner to join with and
hopefully develop a rivalry with,”
Greg Seitz said.
In the 2002-2003 season the
Gamecocks are expected to be
especially successful in men’s golf
and could make back-to-back runs
at the Atlantic Sun Conference title
with what those at Jacksonville
State call the “Argentina
Connection.”
Sophomore and Buenas Aeras
native Matias Anselmo has fin-
ished in the top 10 individually in
each of the Gamecocks’ first four
meets including a win in the
Sonic/Chattanooga Intercollegiate
last week with a 54-hole total of 208
(-5) and led Jacksonville State to a
unreal 23 stroke win in the team
competition.
“I think that I see Mathias play-
ing on the professional tour after
he graduates because he hits it
straight, has a great short game
and puts the ball very well,” head
golf coach James Hobbs said.
The Gamecocks have had a total
of six players from Argentina
since 1996.  
“The first (Argentina player)
walked on because he had friends
from the local Columbus College,
two years later some of his native
friends came to JSU,” Hobbs said.
Anselmo will be representing
Argentina in the World Cup compe-
tition for amateur golf.
“He was very excited about
playing in the world’s biggest ama-
teur event in Malaysia,” Hobbs
said.
“Argentina is the third largest
golf community in the world and
every 16 year old we get are very
experienced and their obviously
talented.
“We are always going to play
behind Alabama, LSU and Georgia
and any of those players that we
can get is a bonus,” Hobbs said.
Hobbs saw a definite advantage
in joining the OVC next season.
“We have nine months of warm
weather and we will have a definite
advantage in the recruiting depart-
ment over schools like SEMO and
Eastern Illinois,” Hobbs said.
Football
The Gamecock football program
has already matched their win total
from last season with five and are
encouraged about joining the OVC.
“For football it’s going to  be a
challenge for us to compete right
away,” Athletic Director Tom Seitz
said.
Jacksonville State plays in the
Southland Conference for football
which involves the second and
third-ranked teams in the country
(McNeese State and Northwestern
State).
“I think that we are going to like
leaving that conference and having
a chance to finish in the upper
tier,” Greg Seitz said.
The Gamecocks run a mostly
ground attack on offense using the
wishbone and I-Formation sets
with head coach Jack Crowe.
Crowe was formerly the head
coach at the University of
Arkansas and took the Razorbacks
to the 1991 Independence Bowl.
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S T A F F  W R I T E R
Spoo should
show more
confidence
Sometimes coaches or man-
agers have weird ways of moti-
vating their players to perform
at their top level.
A quarterback might be
benched for a few plays to get
his head back in the game. A
manager might come out to
talk to his pitcher to calm him
down so he can make the last
out. A coach may call a timeout
in basketball to regroup when
his team is falling behind.
Last week, Detroit Lions
President Matt Millen made a
comment on the Mike Ditka
radio show saying that one
unnamed player was a “devout
coward.” Despite Millen taking
back his comment after the
Lions ruined mine and the
Bears day with a 23-20 over-
time victory Sunday, it was a
good mode of motivation.
I am sure both the player
and his teammates knew who
Millen was talking about. What
better motivation can you find
then when the president of
your team calls you a coward?
Whether Millen’s intentions
were to motivate his players or
not, it sure worked.
Millen is not the only person
who has used negative com-
ments to produce positives for
his team. From the beginning
of the season Eastern football
head coach Bob Spoo has said
that no team from the Ohio
Valley Conference will go
undefeated.
After squeaking by Eastern
Kentucky 25-24 in the last sec-
onds Spoo said that he was
afraid to play Southeast
Missouri. That was a good way
of letting his players know that
they didn’t have an easy task in
traveling to play SEMO. The
Panthers responded with a 44-
27 come from behind victory. 
At the beginning of the sea-
son I can see where Spoo and
the rest of the OVC coaches
would be able to say that every
team would lose one game, but
even after three straight con-
ference victories over the
toughest competition in the
league, Spoo is still sticking by
his statement.
Eastern Kentucky head
coach Roy Kidd disagrees with
Spoo and for good reasons.
Eastern’s remaining confer-
ence schedule is against
Murray State, Tennessee-
Martin and Tennessee State
who have a combined record of
5-15. It isn’t motivation to say
that the Panthers could lose to
one of these teams — it is a
lack of confidence.
There is no reason why Spoo
needs to stick with his state-
ment. I realize that he doesn’t
want to give his players too
much confidence, but a little
wouldn’t hurt.
I am not saying Spoo should
say they are going to win the
rest of their games or that they
can’t be beat, but a little moti-
vation can only go so far. 
Players need to believe they
can go out and have a chance
to win every game if they have
hopes of making it past the 
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A closer 
look at
Jacksonville
State
 Mascot: Gameocks
 Enrollment: 8,478
 Established: 1883
 Former conferences:
Southland (football), Atlantic Sun
 Location: Jacksonville, Ala.
(Population 10,283)
 Sports offered: Football, bas-
ketball (men’s & women’s), soc-
cer (women’s only), golf (men’s
& women’s), softball, cross
country, rifle, tennis (men’s &
women’s), volleyball. 
 Recent awards: 1992
Division II football National title.  
 Most common majors: Pre-
business and Elementary
Education
NEW
B u i l d i n g  a  
b r o a d e r  c o n f e r e n c e
A weeklong look at
the Ohio Valley
Conference’s
planned expansion
for 2003
Part 3: A look at Jacksonville State
Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Volleyball at Eastern Kentucky 6 p.m.
W Soccer vs. Tennessee-Martin 3 p.m. Lakeside Field
M Soccer vs. Creighton Noon Lakeside Field
S A T U R D A Y Volleyball at Morehead State 11 a.m.
Rugby vs. Florida State 1 p.m. Atlanta
Jacksonville cocked and ready to join the OVC
T O P  C A T
Soft hands, hard focus
“He’s just been a great asset to this team this year.” Bob Spoo
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Panther tight end Nick Eller caught eight passes for 112 yards Saturday against Southeast
Missouri State. Eller was a quarterback in high school before he had a 7-inch growth spurt.
(Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking an in-
depth look at Eastern’s top athlete from the previous
week. Winners can be selected only once each year.
Selection is made by the Daily Eastern News sports
staff).
By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
At first glance, soft wouldn’t be a word used to
describe junior tight end Nick Eller.
His hands are the only thing baby-soft on the other-
wise hard-nosed 6-foot-3, 273-pound Iowa native.
And it’s paid plenty of dividends. Eller caught eight
passes for 112 yards and one touchdown Saturday in
the Panthers 44-27 win at Cape Girardeau, Mo., the
touchdown, a 36-yarder from senior Tony Romo,
secured the win. Eller is this weeks Top Cat.
“I wasn’t really even going for the touchdown,”
Eller said. “I was just hoping to catch it so we could get
the first down and run the clock out. Its the longest run
I’ve ever had.”
But Eller is used to being on the other side of the
ball. 
In high school at Hubbard-Ratcliffe, about 45 miles
northeast of Des Moines, Eller was a standout quar-
terback.
“I think it has helped me a little bit as a tight end,”
he said. “I know where I have to be to make a catch.”
And now Eller stands out from the pack at tight end.
Panther head coach Bob Spoo needed to fill the hole
left by graduating tight ends Gil Davis and Scott
Gilkey.
Spoo typically doesn’t recruit junior college trans-
fers unless there is a need that must be fulfilled imme-
diately.
“He’s more than filled that hole,” Spoo said. “He’s
just been a great asset to this team this year.”
Eller was pursued by other I-AA schools in Illinois
and Iowa, but chose Eastern because of a promise the
Panthers made to him.
“The other schools were looking for him to play 
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 Former quarterback Eller thrives at
tight end after transferring from Iowa
community college
Jacksonville State’s Paul Snow
Stadium holds 15,000.
